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Traditional SM Identification:
1. Isolate organism
2. Grow
3. Search for SMs

Limitations:
● Cryptic SM potential
● Undetectable SM
● 99% of organisms in an environmental 

sample are unculturable
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Secondary Metabolism + Biosynthetic Gene Clusters

◇ Secondary metabolites (SMs, or Natural Products) 
are small molecules that are not necessary for the 
growth of an organism  

◇ They have diverse functions

Communication Competition Survival

New Paradigm for SM discovery:

1. Sequence organism/microbiome
2. Bioinformatic identification
3. Cloning or DNA synthesis
4. Expression + Isolation
5. Functional Characterization

◇ Genes encoding of enzymes for synthesis of SMs in bacteria are often found in clusters

Bottromycin



The Atlas of Biosynthetic Gene Clusters 
(IMG-ABC)

IMG-ABC
A knowledge-base to fuel microbial secondary 

metabolism research

https://img.jgi.doe.gov/abc

● Used antiSMASH to predict and annotate BCs in all bacterial isolate 
genomes in IMG

● Used data mining to import experimentally verified BCs and their 
Secondary Metabolites



IMG-ABC Features

v1 FEATURES

● ~1 million predicted Biosynthetic Clusters with annotations
● ~1300 experimentally verified BC with associated natural product structures
● Search function based on BC annotations
● Chemical structure similarity search

v2 FEATURES

● BC Similarity Search
● Custom BC discovery with ClusterScout
● BC Specific Analysis tools

○ Similarity Networks

○ Function Heatmaps



1. Works on PFAM annotations
2. Fast compare to Sequence comparisons
3. Works for most BC types

(7)

Gene Cluster Comparison

BC1

BC2

Score =

(5)

= 0.71 

JACCARD SCORE ADVANTAGES



ClusterScout: Custom Gene Cluster Search

SOLUTION
Develop an algorithm that looks for clustered PFAMS. A user:

1. Selects a minimum of 3 PFAM hooks
2. Specifies maximum distance between hooks
3. Specifies minimum number of hooks required to be 

present
4. Optionally, selects essential PFAMs
5. Defines number of nucleotides to extend boundaries

a. If boundary overlaps a gene, boundary is 
extended to include the whole gene

6. Selects minimum required distance from a scaffold end

pfam08545,pfam00108,pfam00195

PROBLEM
AntiSMASH and other prediction tools predict only a 
limited number of BC types

Some predictions are not specific enough

Although AntiSMASH provides an option to create a 
custom search logic, process is cumbersome and 
prediction on all genomes in IMG would take too long

GOAL
Allow users to find gene clusters not captured by 
prediction tools



ClusterScout: Custom Gene Cluster Search



Interactive Visualizations

Goal: enable users to easily access these visualizations to evaluate novelty potential of discoveries

Visualizations enable quick determination of novelty and provide clues on importance and function

Similarity Networks Function Heatmaps

Cytoscape GENE-E



Interactive Visualizations: Implementation

Visualizations enable quick determination of novelty and provide clues on importance and function

SIMILARITY NETWORKS
● linkurio.us
● All versus all Jaccard Comparison

○ Maximum: 100 BCs
○ Sparse similarity matrix

● Metadata retrieved from IMG-ABC 
database

● Provide raw data to users that can be 
imported into Cytoscape

FUNCTION HEATMAPS
● Inchlib Javascript library
● Count PFAMs in each cluster

○ Maximum 100 BCs
○ Similarity calculated by Inchlib

● Metadata retrieved from IMG-ABC 
database

● Raw data provided to users for analysis 
with GENE-E



Case study: Phenazine Biosynthesis
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